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anufacturers and their upstream supply chain partners 
continue to face major challenges—material shortages, 

labor issues, volatile demand—that have led to unprecedent-
ed supply chain disruptions and an abundance of empty store 
shelves in recent years.

To overcome these obstacles, manufacturing organizations, 
contract manufacturers (CMOs), direct suppliers, and logistics 
providers—the entire complex ecosystem of upstream supply 
chain partners—need a new way to work together that provides 
end-to-end visibility and seamless digital interoperability on a 
scale not seen before. 

But how can you achieve this vision without prohibitively 
expensive point-to-point integrations and multienterprise 
software solutions that simultaneously enable both process 
flexibility and interoperable experiences among partners? 
How can you reduce risk, ensure supply, and thrive despite 
ongoing supply chain disruptions? 

The Internet of Supply Chains (IoSC) is the answer. The IoSC 
integrates all of your supply chain partners together—including 
your customers, suppliers, and your suppliers’ suppliers—on a 
digital network of networks, enabling everyone to intelligently ex-
ecute interoperable processes using common workflows and a 
common data model. The result is greater supply chain visibility, 
agility, and resilience—and far fewer disruptions. 

The IoSC is the antidote to the disjointed email and phone-based com-
munications, costly integrations, poor interoperability, and low visibility 
that have plagued supplier relationships for decades. It’s also the fast-
est and most effective way to digitally transform all shared business 
processes across your upstream supply chain.

Supply chain business processes can be fully digitalized on the IoSC. 
This leads directly to an improvement in key performance indicators 
such as on-time, in-full delivery performance, cash-to-cash cycle 
times, order cycle times, and schedule attainment.

This guide takes a deep dive into TraceLink Supply Chain Work Man-
agement for Direct Supply, a first-of-its-kind solution, that enables you 
to fully digitalize complex processes with contract manufacturers and 
key  suppliers. It’s built on TraceLink Opus, the revolutionary digital 
network platform that serves as the foundation of the IoSC.

With TraceLink Opus and Supply Chain Work Management for Direct 
Supply, businesses can integrate all partners into a massive network 
of networks, gaining end-to-end supply chain visibility into the flow of 
materials and processes.  

All companies, people, processes, and systems are integrated by in-
teroperable networks in real time, and all partners interact as if they 
were a single team operating under one roof. In an era of unpredictable 
disruptions, this level of real-time collaboration and connectivity is re-
quired to reduce supply risk and increase supply chain agility. 

Chapter One:  What is the Internet of Supply Chains?
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The IoSC integrates all 
of your supply chain 
partners together— 

including your  
customers, suppliers, 

and your suppliers’ 
suppliers—on a digital 

network of networks, 
enabling everyone to 
intelligently execute 

interoperable processes 
using common  

workflows and a  
common data model.

With TraceLink Opus 
and Supply Chain  
Work Management 
for Direct Supply, 
businesses can 
integrate all partners 
into a massive network 
of networks, gaining 
end-to-end supply 
chain visibility into t 
he flow of materials 
and processes.  



hile teams responsible for external manufacturing have 
the daunting task of overseeing complex production and 

quality processes with CMOs, they often lack visibility into issues 
that have an impact on inbound supply—and there are lots of 
surprises. Does this happen in your organization?  There was 
no confirmation received when a purchase order was accepted. 
Poor or missed communication caused a delay in the contract 
manufacturing process. You learn about a material shortage the 
day before your customer is expecting delivery.

To increase visibility in the hopes of identifying issues early, 
manufacturers have historically turned to Electronic Data Inter-
change (EDI) and point-to-point integrations. But visibility is rare-
ly extended beyond one or two supply chain partners due to cost 
and technological capability of a long tail of trading partners. 
There has been no real-time connectivity, no shared workflows, 
and no single source of truth—until now. 

Enabled by IoSC’s Integrate Once, Interoperate with Everyone™ 
capability, TraceLink Supply Chain Work Management for Direct 
Supply gives you complete inbound supply visibility.  

Chapter Two: Integrate once and interoperate  
with CMOs and key suppliers in real time

W

•  Resolve supply chain issues like  
    shortages up to 65% faster.

•  Eliminate up to 35% of issues that  
    disrupt your supply chain.

•  Reduce repeat deviations by as  
    much as 50%.

•  Eliminate up to 97% of  
    manufacturing disruptions.

•  Improve on-time, in-full delivery  
    performance by as much as 82%.

•  Reduce defects per million by a 
    s much as 96%.

KEY BENEFITS OF SUPPLY CHAIN WORK  
MANAGEMENT FOR DIRECT SUPPLY:
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Leveraging the power of the IoSC, Supply Chain Work  
Management for Direct Supply enables you to integrate once  
and interoperate with everyone in your supplier network.

Teams can engage with suppliers and contract manufacturers to 
exchange purchase orders, execute changes, monitor status of 
tasks and projects, and rapidly resolve material shortages, late 
shipments, review quality documents, track issues, and other 
potential disruptions that require person to person collaboration. 
Supply Chain Work Management for Direct Supply helps you  

ensure that all production and supply chain issues are resolved 
swiftly to ensure customer shipments are delivered on time. 

The solution is built and hosted on TraceLink Opus, the plat-
form for the IoSC, so customers can create digital networks 
with partners to exchange business process information 
through secure, configurable links. Supply chain partners  
integrate to the Opus network once and can then interoperate 
with all other partners to accelerate cross-company sharing 
of critical business process data. 
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upply Chain Work Management for Direct Supply enables 
full digitalization of all processes between manufacturers, 

direct suppliers, and CMOs. As a result, all stakeholders can 
work together and collaborate more effectively on issues related 
to sharing raw material inventory, processing purchase orders, 
and sharing shipment information and batch quality status.

The solution supports real-time integration and shared workflows 
with all suppliers regardless of their level of digital maturity. For ex-
ample, TraceLink supports supply chain partners that use a direct 
B2B data exchange approach. For partners using a less sophisticat-
ed strategy, TraceLink can provide an intuitive manual user interface 

Chapter Three: Interoperate with any trading  
partner regardless of technical sophistication

S and rapidly get all stakeholders working from the same playbook. 

With Supply Chain Work Management for Direct Supply, previous-
ly siloed enterprise systems are linked together, enabling them to 
exchange purchase orders, purchase order acknowledgements, 
production status, shipment notifications, inventory status, and a 
virtually unlimited number of supporting business processes. 

Data exchange and multienterprise business processes are 
supported through three modes of integration between enter-
prise resource planning systems (ERP) and suppliers via Opus, 
the platform for the IoSC:

•  Full B2B Data Exchange: Purchase orders and updates are communicated between your  
    and suppliers’ ERP systems through the Opus network.

•  Hybrid B2B Exchange: Purchase orders and updates are communicated from your ERP to  
    the Opus network using asynchronous messaging or API integration, and manually  
    reviewed and updated by suppliers through a single user interface that remains  
    interoperable across their customers.

•  Multienterprise Processes: Engage with all suppliers through the Supply Chain Work  
    Management user experience to resolve purchase order issues, execute changes,  
    review documents, and manage other multienterprise procurement processes.
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Supply Chain Work Management provides full visibility to the 
purchase order and projected delivery status and links systems 
to support procurement processes. This enables real-time res-
olution of capacity problems, shortages, quality problems, pro-
duction issues, or any other disruption that might cause the 
purchase order to be late.

For example, a contract manufacturer facing a shortage that 
will prevent a purchase order from being completely fulfilled 
can use Supply Chain Work Management to engage with the 

customer’s external manufacturing team, suppliers, and other 
stakeholders in real time to determine if it makes sense to 
send a partial delivery today, and then send the rest when the 
shortage is resolved.

This level of collaboration isn’t available to supply chain or 
external manufacturing professionals using EDI to transact with 
their suppliers. Those organizations also have very little visibility 
beyond their tier 1 suppliers, which makes them especially vul-
nerable to even minor supply chain risk, shock, and shortages.
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ny multienterprise business processes can be digitalized with Supply Chain Work Management for Direct Supply on the 
TraceLink Opus platform. This includes cross-functional and cross-company processes such as new product launches, tech 

transfer, supplier onboarding, resolving issues like material shortages, late shipments, and quality and batch record reviews. For 
example, you can digitalize critical purchase order processes, including:

Chapter Four: Bring full transparency to your supplier relationships

A

•  Sending and receiving purchase orders and  
    purchase order acknowledgements to confirm  
    acceptance of the purchase order, line items,  
    quantities, and due dates.

•  Collaborate on purchase order and line-item  
    planning with in-context discussion trail and  
    activity change history

•  Collaborate on batch quality, monitor batch  
    quality status, directly transform quality  
    incidents from one QMS system to another.

•  Attach key documents such as bill of materials,  
    packaging artwork, engineering drawings, etc.

•  Production status to stay up to date on external  
    manufacturing progress with updates  
    against key milestones.

•  Shared inventory visibility to improve  
    planning and collaboration with partners  
    using an inventory balances report  
    that provides inventory levels for raw  
    materials, components, work-in- 
    progress, and finished goods with lot  
    and status information. 

•  Receive inventory adjustments including  
    material issued to and consumed by  
    production with material codes, lot  
    number, quantity, location, date, and  
    cross reference to PO and line tem.

•  Receive shipment notification when  
    product is shipped by the supplier,  
    identifying product, lot, quantity,  
    purchase order reference, ship to  
    location and delivery date.
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igh-performance supplier management requires well-choreographed execution between your compa-
ny and your supply partners. Some examples of additional tasks and processes you can support with 

Supply Chain Work Management for Direct Supply include:

Chapter FIVE: Digitalize all multienterprise tasks  
and monitor workflows with CMOs and key suppliers

H
•  Create and assign tasks for buyers and  
    suppliers to coordinate delivery dates for  
    purchase orders impacted by supply disruptions  
    and track the due dates of these processes.

•  Collaboratively manage supplier incidents  
    such as late orders, damaged goods, out-of- 
    spec receipts, and missing documentation.

•  Use incident history and a task-driven continuous  
    improvement process to make permanent  
    improvements to eliminate recurring problems.

Tasks can be defined for forecast collaboration, 
supplier onboarding, alternate vendor selection 
and many other processes. Supply Chain Work 
Management for Direct Supply predefined task 
templates can easily be customized to meet the 
unique requirements of any business processes 
or workflow while ensuring that network and in-
formation interoperability with supply chain part-
ners is maintained.  

•  Review and approve quality batch  
    records for specific production lots  
    to ensure compliance with regulatory  
    requirements.

•  Enable supplier input of change requests  
    with full tracking of the execution and          
    approval processes.

•  Real-time dashboards enable executives at  
    each company to monitor processes by due  
    date, criticality, and workflow status. 

VISIBILITY

COLLABORATION

SUSTAINABILITY

TRANSPARENCY

TRACEABILITY
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EXCEPTION MANAGEMENT
Connect planners and suppliers in real time to support rapid 
exception resolution. All suppliers are integrated to a common 
digital network platform for real-time communication with vis-
ibility into shared data and aligned priorities. Provides visibility 
to managers, planners, and supply chain partners to unre-
solved exceptions, critical and high-priority exceptions, past 
due exceptions, and suppliers with open exceptions.

NEW PRODUCT LAUNCH/PHASE 3 COMMERCIALIZATION
Coordinate the multi-function processes required to move a 
product from phase 3 clinical trials to approved commercial 
distribution. This is a complex process executed via a series 
of task templates and is specifically designed for smaller,  
early-stage pharma companies as they often lack the  
structured processes of more mature pharma organizations. 
New product launch task templates can be modified for each 
country-specific launch.

Chapter SIX: Key use cases for Supply Chain  
Work Management for Direct Supply

FORECAST COLLABORATION
Sharing forecasts with suppliers is a best practice to ensure  
on-time delivery of critical materials, components, and finished  
goods. A task template for supplier forecast collaboration  
includes steps for procurement, planning, manufacturing,  
carrier, and the supplier. The template can be quickly custom-
ized for each supplier relationship. Having all parties in the  
collaboration process ensures improved supplier OTIF.

SUPPLIER ONBOARDING
Once a supplier is selected, a number of tasks need to be 
completed to verify location addresses, emails, payment  
information, SOPs, updates to systems, training, etc. A task 
was created to define and monitor the multiple activities  
involved in the onboarding process to capture all the data,  
ystem updates, and documents. The supplier is an active  
participant in the process. As a result, data accuracy is  
improved and onboarding time reduced.
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INCIDENT MANAGEMENT
Organizations use Incident Management for reporting, track-
ing, root cause analysis, and resolution of all problems and 
issues that occur across the end-to-end supply chain. All is-
sues are captured in the Incident Management solution, and 
companies and their supply chain partners have one source of 
shared truth as they work collaboratively to resolve incidents. 
Organizations that use the Incident Management solution for 
supply chain issue management have achieved up to a 65% 
reduction in time to resolve supply chain issues and as much 
as a 35% reduction in the total number of supply chain issues.

TECH TRANSFER
Tech Transfer is the process of moving manufacturing oper-
ations from one contract manufacturing site to another, or 
moving a Phase 3 drug from a clinical trials manufacturing 
site to a full-scale production site. This is a complex process 
managed through a series of task templates.

A large multi-national company is implementing 
Supply Chain Work Management for Direct 
Supply to improve collaboration with CMO 
partners for new product launch activities. The 
company has struggled to manage changes to 
new product specification documents, resolve 
serialized master data discrepancies, or handle 
launch schedule deviations, relying on phone 
calls and emails. 
       With TraceLink, users will be able to interact 
with both internal stakeholders and external 
partners at CMOs through an automated process 
that has defined owners, requirements, tasks, 
and timelines. Document and schedule changes 
will be tracked with structured collaboration. 
The results will include faster issue resolution, 
decreased recurring issues, and a dramatic im-
provement in overall supply chain performance 
and efficiency.

REDUCE NEW PRODUCT  
LAUNCH DISRUPTIONS WITH SUPPLY 

CHAIN WORK MANAGEMENT
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he benefits of digital transformation with TraceLink and the IoSC impact all stakeholders across the upstream supply chain.

Chapter Seven: Reduce supply risk and accelerate  
digital transformation of external manufacturing processes

T
cution. They can manage incidents reported by contract manufacturers 
and internal teams. Additionally, they can track, review, and approve batch 
records online with a full audit trail. Cross-company process, issue, and 
exception resolution times are reduced by as much as 65%.

IT teams gain access to the highly scalable Opus network with more 
than 290K validated, authenticated members executing millions of 
transactions. IT teams can link to all suppliers with a single integration 
from ERP to the Opus network and greatly reduce costs for supplier 
integration. TraceLink Opus Solution Designer enables business users 
to make changes to TraceLink solutions reducing IT backlog. Finally, 
IT teams can access the collective intelligence of their entire industry.

Supply chain executives gain the ability to monitor all processes 
across internal and external teams with easy-to-use dashboards; 
reduce supply risk with improved communication between suppliers 
and contract manufacturers. They also gain an opportunity to improve 
key performance indicators including, order cycle time, order fill rates, 
manufacturing throughput, cash-to-cash cycle times, schedule at-
tainment, and inventory turnover. 

For buyers at manufacturing organizations, purchase order confir-
mations and order change times are reduced from days and weeks 
to minutes and hours. The accuracy of purchasing data, including 
lead times and bills of materials, is significantly improved. Task man-
agement capabilities add structure to multienterprise supplier pro-
cesses. Getting started is fast and easy: Supplier onboarding and 
application training is provided by TraceLink. 

Suppliers gain instant visibility to customer purchase orders and 
changes. They also improve data accuracy including lead times and 
requested delivery dates. Suppliers also achieve real-time collabora-
tion with customers without incurring major integration costs. At the 
same time, incident and purchase order status reports are automat-
ically sent to the buyer. In fact, suppliers can use Supply Chain Work 
Management for Direct Supply to integrate with all their customers 
on the TraceLink network.

External manufacturing teams can track production status and  
inventory balances at CMOs. They can assign and track supplier change 
requests across teams of subject matter experts to ensure proper exe-

“We’re at a point where everyone knows supply chain management is ripe for improvement, and the first-mover advantage 
is going to go to the companies that create collaborative, tech-enabled processes that help them work smarter, better and 

faster than those that don’t,” says John Bermudez, Vice President of Product Marketing. “It’s a matter of survival; those 
companies that don’t make the move to a more digitalized supply chain now may soon find themselves in trouble.”
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LEARN MORE

 
To learn more, visit: tracelink.com

Chapter Seven: Reduce supply risk and accelerate  
digital transformation of external manufacturing processes

https://www.tracelink.com
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